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Some years ago, I was invited to speak at the Museum of World Culture in

Gothenburg, Sweden, after a screening of the feature film Lilya 4-ever (2002).

There was an ongoing exhibition on human trafficking that had been made possible

through European Union funding. Lilya 4-ever, a film by the well-known Swedish

director Lukas Moodyson, is a fictional account—inspired by a newspaper

clipping—of a young Russian woman who is lured to Sweden by her boyfriend

and forced into prostitution before eventually committing suicide. From the

beginning, this film has functioned as an educational documentary in Sweden: For

instance, it has been compulsory viewing for United Nations soldiers in Kosovo,

and it has been screened to Ukrainian women by representatives of the women’s

youth wing of the Social Democratic party, and a book, ‘‘What does my life have to

with Lilya,’’ has been widely distributed to junior high school students. The film

poster has been on the wall of anti-trafficking NGOs around the world. My self-

chosen task that rainy November evening—in front of a crowd of about 20

women—was to critically discuss how fiction was transformed into documentary

through the film. It was, I dare say, my darkest professional hour. Even as I began, I

realized that I had cornered myself by not taking the audience’s concern with

trafficking seriously and instead engaged in an intellectual critique of the film. After

having spoken for about 10 minutes, the first woman got up and yelled, ‘‘If you

don’t want to be on Lilya’s side, that it is your problem!’’ before rushing out. It all

went downhill from there.

That same year, I was in Jakarta conducting research on the rise of anti-

trafficking programs among Indonesian NGOs, many funded by the United States

government. One day an NGO friend of mine called and told me that the head of the

counter-trafficking unit at the U.S. embassy had called a series of organizations and
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warned them not to talk to me, since I was planning an exposé of their program.

I was a bit shocked. Apparently, the program officer of the counter-trafficking

program at an international organization funded by the U.S. government—who

happened to have a Lilya 4-ever poster on her wall—had become suspicious when I

had interviewed her earlier in the week and perhaps asked unexpected questions and

suggested alternative plans of action in relation to their program on the Indonesian

island of Batam, a ‘‘hot spot’’ for trafficking and a place where I previously had

spent nearly a year and a half conducting research on migration.

I begin with these two vignettes in order to illustrate some of the problems faced

by scholars who work in critical trafficking studies (see Musto, this issue), which is

akin to the theme of this special issue, anti-anti-trafficking. In contrast to the

suspicions of the State Department official in Jakarta—which I suppose could very

well have been true—I was precisely not concerned with writing an exposé of anti-

trafficking programs. In my mind, this would have been too predictable, as the

literature is full of these accounts. It seemed to me that it was instead important to

find a critical position that moved beyond familiar modes of critique; something I

continue to struggle with and which I will return to at the end of this commentary.

The initial positions that divide the field of anti-trafficking from critical

trafficking scholarship are clear, even if Musto claims that debates have become

more complex in recent years. All of the authors in this issue use or at least touch

upon the terms ‘‘moral panic,’’ or ‘‘hysteria’’ (Horning), or even ‘‘bullshit’’

(Blanchette and da Silva) to describe anti-trafficking. This is no surprise. The

frontlines of debate are familiar as a wide range of activists, organizations, and

governments have transformed human trafficking, mainly of women and children

into prostitution, into a global struggle. The divide is generally framed in moral

terms as the distinction between ‘‘victim’’ and ‘‘perpetrator’’ is defined a priori.

Furthermore, right-wing groups in the United States have come to conflate

prostitution with trafficking, something that is also evident in countries such as

Sweden, which is decidedly liberal and with a strong feminist tradition. As has been

clear from the beginning, anti-trafficking creates strange bedfellows who come to

converge around the figure of the innocent victim.

In his contribution to this issue, Snajdr outlines in some detail the key elements of

what he calls the master narrative of human trafficking: Trafficking in persons is on

the rise, and it depends largely on legal shortcomings and thus demands the

strengthening of laws and support for NGOs. This master narrative is ‘‘taken up’’ in

popular culture through technologies such as statistics, maps illustrating trafficking

routes, and perhaps most critically through films. Episodes of Law and Order,

Taken, Taken 2, not to mention the wide range of documentary films and

investigative news reports, are all part of a ‘‘humanitarian media complex’’

(Lindquist 2010) that helps shape anti-trafficking. In a footnote, Snajdr recounts the

story of a well-known chick lit author who picks up a magazine and reads a story

about trafficking while in a doctor’s waiting room. Once affected, she begins to pay

attention to the stories and statistics around her before writing her own account of a

trafficked sex slave. There are other cases like hers. As Snajdr notes, ‘‘technologies

of the anti-trafficking narrative,’’ fictional tales of sex slaves written by chick

lit authors, for instance, ‘‘blend emotion, authority and reason in the act of
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representation.’’ With digital media, these accounts not only circulate more easily

but are produced anew by reasonable individuals—individuals who want to make a

difference—in a fashion that is both mundane and startling. Thakor and Nitish’

essay on anti-trafficking networks (in this issue) suggest as much.

Indeed, everyone is trying to make a difference. Blanchette and da Silva outline

more than a dozen points that the master narrative of trafficking in Brazil fails to

address. These points include the fact that many women engage in prostitution

voluntarily and that indebtedness to friends and family are a typical part of the

process of unskilled migration, points that do not fit easily with the Brazilian Myth

of Maria. Their politics are never in doubt. Horning, in her review essay in this

issue, claims that until there are reliable estimates concerning trafficked youth in the

U.S. ‘‘the panic should be quelled and resources should be reallocated.’’ More

generally, critical trafficking scholars are able to express with some precision what

is lacking from the anti-trafficking perspective: For instance, that prostitution should

be not conflated with trafficking, anti-trafficking policy may be doing more harm

than good to the populations that it aims to assist, and that a focus on victims draws

attention away from more pertinent and difficult political issues such as labor rights

and freedom of mobility. Or, as in the vignettes above: This is fiction, not fact; there

are problems with the implementation of this project, perhaps you should consider

doing it differently.

Furthermore, both Musto and Snajdr show clearly how anti-trafficking interven-

tions are not a straightforward and top-down process. Even the master narrative

itself is localized or nationalized, as in the Brazilian case described by Blanchette

and da Silva. Local manifestations lead to new practices and categorizations.

Snajder shows this through the implementation of U.S. State Department funded

project in Kazakhstan and his research in Bosnia, while Musto’s account in the

United States illustrates that while youth engaged in commercial sex might

previously have been identified as juvenile offenders, they are now potentially seen

as victims. This has led to new forms of policing and rehabilitation, as well as

collaborations between social workers and the police. These descriptions offer

important perspectives on how anti-trafficking must be understood in socio-

historical context. The implementation of U.S. State Department programs will take

different forms in, say, Kazakhstan, Indonesia, or Brazil.

Yet, despite these important observations—which most likely are not surprising

to scholars of development or bureaucracy—the divide between anti-trafficking and

anti-anti-trafficking remains in place, which even the most diplomatic interlocutor

has trouble traversing. The broad concern with and acceptance that human

trafficking is a problem and the claim that ‘‘something needs to be done,’’ has in

many quarters become common sense. In my conversations about Lilya 4-ever I

often have encountered the response: ‘‘Yes, this is fiction, but it is based on a true

story.’’ For every Laura Agustı́n (2007), there is an Ashton Kushner or Mira Sorvino

who finds critique confusing when there are 13-year old girls being raped and sold

into sexual slavery (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDni2fqlJVc, Accessed

January 31, 2013).

From an anthropological perspective, at least, anti-anti-trafficking points directly

to a classic article by Geertz (1984), ‘‘Anti Anti-Relativism,’’ in which he chooses
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not to defend relativism as a world view, but rather to critique those who attack

relativism on false or at least inadequate grounds. For Geertz, relativism is already a

‘‘drained term,’’ impossible to define. Instead, his target is anti-relativism, which he

considers a provincial and ethnocentric position on the rise. ‘‘Whatever cultural

relativism may be or orginally have been … it serves these days largely as a specter

to scare us away from certain ways of thinking and toward others’’ (Geertz 1984:

263). Critical trafficking scholars could very well replace ‘‘relativism’’ with

‘‘trafficking’’ in the previous sentence. Like relativism, trafficking is difficult to

define. Indeed, its global reach depends precisely on the ease by which it is

translated across cultural boundaries. Unlike relativism, however, trafficking is not

mainly an intellectual position in the struggles between Ivory Towers, but a

phenomenon that points toward public debates, policy interventions, and specific

problems and processes. One of the problems with engaging with trafficking is

precisely the term itself. It is difficult, if not impossible, to highlight the agency of

migrants or discuss labor rights if the discourse is centered on trafficking. As such,

anti-anti-trafficking seems to imply an acceptance that trafficking is a problem, but

that it needs to be approached from a different angle than those engaged in anti-

trafficking.

This is certainly a reasonable position, but I would like to end by briefly

sketching a slightly different starting point. The two vignettes that I began with

perhaps suggest certain failings of engagement on my part, but at the same time, the

experiences have led me to consider how one might approach trafficking in

ethnographic terms. People are convinced, and we need to find a way to consider

and conceptualize this conviction without recourse to irrational emotions. One point

of departure would be to move beyond a discourse of moral panic or even beyond

accepting the term trafficking as an empirical problem and starting point. Instead,

we need to consider how ‘‘trafficking’’ has emerged as a transnational phenomenon

in socio-historical terms. More specifically, I would argue that this means carefully

considering the historical basis for the rise of concern with trafficking and the

formation of the moral divide that characterizes contemporary debates. Arguably,

there is not yet an entirely convincing account of this kind. Such an account would

certainly include a focus on anti-trafficking organizations, but also consider the role

of mass media in relation to publics that have become concerned with, come to

connect emotionally with, and been compelled to act when faced with trafficking.

Exposés of poorly run projects and inadequate statistics are already familiar forms

of critique. We need a deeper understanding of the individuals, institutions, and

networks that engage with anti-trafficking, and of the world they inhabit. In different

ways, each of the articles in this special issue point toward ways that we might move

toward such an understanding.
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